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Abstract
With multiple data paths, a 3-input ALU, and the capacity for up to 4 parallel
instructions per clock cycle (the equivalent of up to 10 RISC-like instructions), build-
ing an efficient compiler for the Parallel Processor (PP) of the Texas Instruments
TMS320C8x family of digital signal processors (DSPs) is very difficult. Since effi-
ciency is critical in DSP applications, assembly language is recommended to program
the PP. Assembly language programming is also made very difficult, however, because
of the numerous interactions between different parts of the instruction word as well as
the use of an algebraic assembly language rather than a mnemonic assembly language.
This thesis describes the design and implementation of IPPALE, an Interactive PP
Assembly Language Editor. IPPALE is a software tool that analyzes and displays
real-time partial state information about assembly language instructions as they are
being written. IPPALE provides information about syntax errors, instruction word
conflicts, pipeline warnings, hardware resource usage, and also which resources are
still available for use in the current instruction. This information allows the program-
mer to create very efficient code in a much shorter period of time.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Currently there are many differences between microprocessors and digital signal pro-
cessors (DSPs). These differences are due to the fact that DSPs are generally used in
applications which are much more computationally intensive than standard desktop
computer applications. Some examples of these applications include video compression
and decompression, object targeting and tracking, audio processing, and communic-
ations signal processing. DSPs are also often used in applications which much be
accomplished in real-time [6].
Because of the differences in use between DSPs and microprocessors, DSPs have
developed much different architectures from microprocessors. Two examples of this
are substantial support for parallel processing and more complex control structures
[6]. An example of the support for parallel processing is the TMS320C40, which
offers six communication ports on each processor. After using two of these ports for
instruction and data memories, we are still able to easily implement a two-dimensional
array of interconnected processors [6]. Similarly, zero-overhead looping structures and
extensive on-chip parallelism are some of the advanced control structures available on
many DSPs.
These differences in architecture and use have limited the ways in which DSPs are
programmed. Because speed is often extremely important, interpreted languages are
almost never used. Because of the architectural complexity of the DSP, lower level
languages, such as assembly language or C, are often the programming languages
of choice. Recently some DSP specific programming languages have started emer-
ging, (DSP/C and Silage [6]) however these languages are still lower level compiled
languages and similar in semantics and structure to C.
Because the complexity of DSPs is growing so rapidly, it is difficult for compiler
technology to keep up. Therefore, compilers are becoming less efficient at reducing
high-level code to efficient assembly language code. This is forcing many DSP pro-
grammers to resort to assembly language programming. This can cause much longer
learning curves for each new DSP, as well as greatly increased product development
times.
The lack of choices of programming languages, or programming "environments,"
is partly due to the history of programming languages. Traditionally, there have
been two distinct types of programming languages: compiled or assembled languages
and interpreted languages [9]. Compiled or assembled programming languages were
similar in that the programmer entered all of the desired code into an editor. The
code was then passed through a compiler or assembler which produced executable
code. This is typically referred to as batch-style programming. Interpreted languages,
however, allowed the programmer to enter code one line at a time. As the line is
entered, it is evaluated and the state of the system is modified. Although interpreted
languages offered much more user feedback, they usually created less efficient code.
Eventually programming environments like Turbo Pascal TM, Turbo C TM, and
ASMEdit TM [4] incorporated the editor and compiler or assembler into a single pro-
gram. Compiling code then required only entering a command key sequence. This
improved software development times, however, it still completely separates the pro-
cess of compilation from the process of entering code. It is the combination of these
two processes that led to many of the advantages associated with interpreted pro-
gramming languages.
There were also some attempts to change the representation of programs. Graph-
ical programming environments allowed the user to use a mouse to select items, such
as data paths. By selecting enough paths an instruction was created. Another pro-
gramming environment allowed users to create graphical representations of assembly
language structures. These structures could then be used in programs and were later
replaced by appropriate code [13]. Although these programming environments rep-
resented programs differently from the text-based assembly language, they still each
only had one representation for programs. These environments also suffered from the
fact that code often took longer to create than with text-based representations for
very experienced programmers. The learning curve was much lower, however.
This thesis discusses a project which attempts to combine some of the advantages
of interpreted programming languages with the requirements for DSP programming.
The result is a programming environment which cannot be called a purely batch-
style programming environment or a purely interpreted programming environment.
This programming environment is called IPPALE, Interactive Assembly Language
Editor for the Parallel Processor (PP) of the TMS320C8x. This thesis begins by
first describing the DSP for which this programming environment is designed, the
PP of the TMS320C8x (Chapter 2). Next, it describes the design of the IPPALE
system (Chapter 3). Then it describes the resulting programming environment and
what it is like to use it (Chapter 4). Finally, it discusses the benefits and problems
associated with the final system and the implications for other processors as well as
other programming languages (Chapters 5 and 6).
Chapter 2
Architecture of TMS320C8x
This chapter describes the architecture of the TMS320C8x family of DSPs from Texas
Instruments, focusing on the architecture of the TMS320C80 and the architecture
of the Parallel Processor. It also discusses the tasks involved in programming the
TMS320C8x family of DSPs, including the tasks required to program the PP. More
detailed information about the architecture and programming of the TMS320C8x can
be found in the Texas Instruments TMS320C80 Technical Brief [16].
2.1 Overview of the TMS320C8x
The TMS320C8x is a new line of DSPs offered by Texas Instruments. This family of
processors currently includes the TMS320C80 and TMS320C82. Both of these pro-
cessors are single-chip multiprocessor DSP "solutions" or systems. They both contain
one 64-bit RISC Master Processor (MP). The C80 contains four 32-bit Parallel Pro-
cessors(PPs) and 50 kilobytes of on-chip RAM, while the C82 contains only two PPs
and 44 kilobytes of on-chip RAM. Both processors also contain a very fast cross-
bar which potentially allows all of the processors to access data simultaneously and
a Transfer Controller(TC) that takes care of all off-chip memory accesses. A block
diagram of the C80 can be seen in Figure 2-1.
Programming the C8x involves basically four tasks. These tasks are:
* Initiate Data Transfers with the Transfer Controller
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Figure 2-1: Overview of the Architecture of the TMS320C80.
* Setup and Initiate the Parallel Processors
* Manage the Parallel Processors
* Program the Parallel Processors
The first three of these tasks are usually executed by the Master Processor. The
MP is generally programmed in C because very efficient compilers are relatively easy
to produce for RISC processors.
Setting up the PPs is a relatively simple process. It involves loading a starting
address for the code to be executed into the correct register for each PP. Then the
Master Processor can send a signal to any or all of the PPs to force them to start
executing code. The PPs will then continue to execute code until they receive a halt
command. Either the MP or the PP itself can issue a halt command.
The TC can either be setup by one of the PPs or by the MP. The data memory
of the PPs must be explicitly loaded from external memory by the TC. Often the MP
executes the code necessary to set up the TC to pre-load the data memory of the PPs.
The PPs may execute code which causes the TC to load or store additional memory
once they have begun executing code.
For multitasking systems, the task of managing the PPs during operation becomes
much more difficult than for systems which always have the PPs running the same
piece of code. This type of process management is often performed by pre-existing
multitasking software. An example of this software is Texas Instruments' Multitasking
Executive [16].
The last of the four tasks involved with programming the C8x is programming the
PPs. Of the four tasks, this is usually the most difficult and time-consuming. This
is partially due to the fact that each C8x series chip has multiple Parallel Processors
which can be executing different code simultaneously and also due to the fact that each
PP is very complex. Programming the PP can be done in C, however, it is almost
always done in assembly language for efficiency. It is only this task of programming
a single PP that IPPALE is designed to make easier.
2.2 Architecture of the Parallel Processor
A block diagram of the PP can be seen in Figure 2-2. Each PP of the C80 or C82
consists of four major functional units:
* Data Unit (DU)
* Local Addressing Unit (LAU)
* Global Addressing Unit (GAU)
* Program Flow Control Unit (PFCU)
2.2.1 Data Unit
The Data Unit(DU) performs most of the computational work within the Parallel
Processor. It contains a 16x16 bit multiplier (which is splittable into two 8x8 bit
multipliers), scaling and rounding logic for the multiplier, a barrel rotator, bit detection
logic, a mask generator, an expander, and a three-input ALU. A block diagram of the
DU can be seen in Figure 2-3.
Although this diagram of the DU shows many different datapaths which are avail-
able, any arbitrary combination of datapaths is not permitted. This is because the
instruction word is not long enough to fully specify an arbitrary combination of
datapaths within the DU in addition to addressing and control information.
2.2.2 Local Addressing Unit
The Local Addressing Unit(LAU) performs addressing operations using the local data
port(the L port in Figure 2-1). The LAU contains an ALU, a scaling unit for address
calculation, and hardware for field extraction. Figure 2-1 shows that the L port can
only access one major block of memory, the block associated with the PP. If an address
in calculated at run-time to be outside of this block, the processor is stalled and the
G port is used during the stall cycle.
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Figure 2-3: Block Diagram of the Data Unit.
2.2.3 Global Addressing Unit
The Global Addressing Unit(GAU) performs addressing operations through the global
data port(the G port in Figure 2-1). The GAU contains all of the hardware that the
LAU has. The G port, however, can access any of the four major memory blocks
associated with the four PPs on the chip. This is assuming that no two PPs are
trying to read the same slice of memory. Memory address conflicts of this type, like
the improper addresses in the LAU, are dealt with at run-time and involve stalling a
processor.
2.2.4 Program Flow Control Unit
The Program Flow Control Unit(PFCU) is the last major functional unit within the
Parallel Processor. The PFCU controls the execution of instructions within the PP.
It controls up to three levels of zero-overhead looping, the instruction cache control-
ler, and updates the registers that contain the instruction word for each stage of the
di = (dl & d3) + (0x32 & d3) ; ALU Operation
*(al + x2) = d4 ; Store Operation
call =[nz] mult ; Conditional Call
d5 =[z] d4 * d3 II d3 =[z] d2 + dl>>-dO II
d2 = *a15 ; Parallel Operation
Table 2.1: Example Assembly Language Instructions for the Parallel Processor.
pipeline.
2.3 Programming the Parallel Processor
As described earlier, the PP is almost always programmed in assembly language.
The assembly language used, however, is not a standard mnemonic based assembly
language. Instead, the PP uses an algebraic assembly language. Because of the large
set of possible instructions, mostly in the DU, a mnemonic assembly language would
have needed literally thousands of distinct operation symbols. This would have led to
extremely long operation symbols, unreadable code, and a very long learning period
for beginning programmers. To avoid this, TI decided to use an algebraic assembler.
Some examples of legal commands are shown in Table 2.1.
This algebraic assembly language offers several advantages over more traditional
mnemonic assembly languages, especially for this particular application. The most
important advantage is the improved readability of code. With a very short introduc-
tion to this assembly language, many people can scan through sections of code and
understand, at least at the instruction level, what is happening.
2.4 Difficulties Programming the PP
Although a comparison between legal mnemonic assembly language code and legal
algebraic assembly language code shows that the algebraic code is more readable,
there are disadvantages to algebraic languages. The main disadvantage comes from
the reduced amount of structure built into the language. It is easy for a programmer
dl = dl + d2 + d3
di = d2 / d4
di = d2 * d3 1 d5 = d7 & 0x3
di = (d4 % d5)//d2
Table 2.2: Example Algebraic Expressions which are Not Valid PP Assembly Instruc-
tions.
to determine legal operations in a mnemonic assembly language. If a symbol for the
operation type exists, then it is a legal operation. The user doesn't need to understand
the intricacies of the hardware so long as they accept the fact that the list of instruction
mnemonics represents the only legal instructions that can be executed. Understanding
the possibilities and limitations of the processor consists solely of memorizing all of
the legal operation symbols.
In an algebraic assembly language, however, there are an infinite number of com-
mands that conform to the lexical and syntactic rules of algebraic expression. For
various reasons, however, not all of these instructions are legal as PP instructions.
Table 2.2, for example shows several different illegal PP instructions which conform
to the rules for algebraic languages.
Each of the instructions in Table 2.2 is illegally for a slightly different reason.
The first instruction tries to use an ALU operation which the ALU does not support.
Although the PP does contain a three input ALU, only operations of the following
form are valid instructions:
dst = A & fl(B,C) + f2(B,C) [+i I +cin] ; A, B, \& C are inputs to the
; three ports of the ALU
; fl \& f2 are boolean combinations
of B and C.
The second instruction in Table 2.2 cannot be computed because the PP does not contain
hardware for a single cycle divide. In fact, there is a PP command which can be used to
assist in computing division, however, this command must be used within a loop. Essentially,
this command uses the multiplier and the ALU (for subtraction). This command will not, in
general however, produce an answer within a single cycle [18].
The third instruction in Table 2.2 cannot be computed because the 64 (or even 96) bits
in the instruction word are not enough to specify this many operands or operations. In fact,
when a multiply operation is being performed, no immediate value can be used in either the
multiply or ALU portion of the instruction because of the lack of instruction word bits.
The fourth example in Table 2.2 cannot be computed because the PP does not have
datapaths which would allow this. Figure 2-3 shows that the output of the Mask Generator
cannot be fed back into the input of the Barrel Rotator during the same cycle. Therefore this
instruction cannot be computed in a single cycle.
There is nothing within the structure of an algebraic language that makes any of these
restrictions true. Only the hardware of the PP creates these constraints. Constraints like
these appear for many reasons and in many ways in the PP of the C8x series of DSPs.
These differences between what seems legal and what is legal come from using a previ-
ously existing virtually unlimited language to describe a limited set of possible instructions.
In order for the programmer to use this language, he or she must memorize a list of rules
concerning what types of operations can be done, what combinations of these operations are
allowed, and how they are represented in the language. Conventional assembly languages
generally use a limited number of mnemonic symbols to encompass the above rules. Rep-
resentation, or the list of symbols, then becomes the only rule the programmer needs to
learn.
A brief description of some of the rules necessary for programming the PP are given in
Appendix A. Appendix B describes the usage of the bits in the instruction word. Appendix C
includes a partial list of tables which would be useful to have available while programming the
PP. Even advanced PP programmers need many of these tables while programming the PP.
From these tables it becomes clear that a programmer must view each instruction in many
different ways in order to ensure that it is legal. IPPALE attempts to assist the programmer
by representing the instruction in ways which clarify the different types of instruction word
interactions described above.
Chapter 3
Design of IPPALE
3.1 Goals for IPPALE
The initial motivating factor for the IPPALE project came from the fact that the batch-style
method of programming, along with the constant referencing of tables greatly reduced the
productivity of programmers. In order to verify instruction validity, the programmer would
have to enter the instruction using an editor, save the file, run the assembler, ppasm, on the
file, and then determine from the output of ppasm whether or not the instruction was legal.
If the programmer then wanted to change the instruction to pack more computation into a
single instruction, the entire process would have to be repeated.
The overall goals of the IPPALE project were to:
* Facilitate learning to program the PP
* and provide additional real-time information which would increase the productivity of
experienced programmers.
If successful, this would greatly reduce the number of tables from Appendix C that typical
programmers need to reference regularly while programming the PP. These two goals were
broken down into five more specific functions that IPPALE should perform1 .
First, IPPALE should display, in an quickly understandable manner, exactly what the
current instruction is doing and what resources it is using. It should do this quickly because
'These five functions were chosen based on [2], which describes specific user engineering principles
for designing interactive systems.
the programmer will be using this information while programming. In order for the pro-
grammer to remain efficient, the most relevant information should be available with a short
glance. This function serves to teach the novice programmer which resources each type of
instruction uses, as well as verify to the experienced programmer that the current instruction
is valid.
Second, IPPALE should display what the current instruction could still do. This includes
both additional operations that can be done in parallel, as well as additional features or
functional blocks that can be used in combination with what is already being used. This
helps teach novice programmers what combinations can and cannot be used together. It
also means that experienced programmers don't have to spend as much time looking through
reference tables and charts to try to find legal combinations for infrequently used, unfamiliar
operations.
Another major function of IPPALE is to assist the programmer in determining why an
illegal instruction is illegal and what could be done to make it legal. This would include deal-
ing with both illegal instructions and illegal combinations of legal instructions. The extreme
of this goal would be for IPPALE to produce a text explanation which tells programmers
what is illegal about the current instruction and what can be done to fix it. One example of
the extreme of this goal would be something like the programmer's assistant [10]. Instead,
what IPPALE does is try to draw attention to possible reasons for conflict. It would then be
up to the programmer to use these hints to determine exactly why the instruction is illegal.
All of the information which IPPALE provides so far is relevant only to the current
instruction. Although the focus of this tool is on representing the effects of a single instruction,
there are several inter-instruction conflicts which are peculiar to the PP. It would be nice if
IPPALE could give some warnings about when these inter-instruction conflicts may arise.
One example of this is the fact that a write to an "a" register is not available to the addressing
unit during the next instruction. This is due to the pipelining of the PP. Other useful warnings
could include information about branch delay slots, and the effect of performing a conditional
load using an address register which is modified [18]. 2
The last specific goal that IPPALE must satisfy is that it should not interfere with or
inhibit the programmer in any way. Using this tool should not require any more effort or
21It turns out that the address register is unconditionally modified even though the load is
conditional.
attention than using a simple editor. There are several implications to this. If IPPALE
were to crash, the programmer should not lose the code that had been written. Also, the
programmer should never have to wait for IPPALE while writing code. IPPALE should not
be distracting to the programmer, but only an aid that is available when desired. Although
the novice programmer may accept some distractions in order to become more familiar with
the PP, the more experienced programmer would cease to use a tool that interferes with
his/her productivity. If this tool is to be used by experienced programmers, it cannot be a
nuisance in any way.
3.2 Overall Design
The overall system design of IPPALE was largely influenced by the fact that IPPALE should
not interfere with the programmer. In order to accomplish this, it was decided that the editor
and the rest of IPPALE would be two separate processes with minimal communication. This
allows the user to use the editor as fast as possible without worrying about the rest of
IPPALE. Since they are separate processes, the rest of IPPALE is executed in parallel with
the editor and does not necessarily have to keep up with it.
In order to make IPPALE easy to maintain and upgrade, it was further broken down
into the three main modules shown in Figure 3-1. These modules make it easier to upgrade
one element of the system without upgrading the entire system. Breaking IPPALE into three
distinct components also allows us to take advantage of the fact that each of the three main
functions of IPPALE was best suited to a different programming language.
IPPALE---------------------------------------IPPALE
Emacs
Note: Arrows denote the flow of information.
Figure 3-1: Overall Block Diagram of the IPPALE system.
The Editor Module is actually embedded within a standard text editor and determines
what instruction will be analyzed and displayed by IPPALE. The Engine Module decomposes
the algebraic assembly language text and determines, to the best of its ability, exactly what
is happening within the PP during that instruction and some of the possible consequences
for preceding instructions. This information is then used to determine exactly what should
be displayed in order to represent what is happening. The Graphic Display Module displays
the information in a way that draws attention to the most important information and de-
emphasizes the less important, but still useful, information.
It is important to note that information only flows in one direction in this system. Because
of this, any crash or bug in IPPALE can never affect the code that the programmer has
typed into the editor. This is because there is no way for information to flow backwards and
influence the editor.
3.3 Editor Module
The Editor Module serves two purposes within IPPALE. First, it provides a link between
the text editor used to enter assembly language code and the rest of IPPALE. Second, it
must be able to determine and send relevant information at the appropriate time. Because
it was not clear exactly what information would be relevant and even less clear when the
appropriate times to send information were, the editor that we chose needed to be easily
modifiable. Writing a new editor from scratch would require a significant amount of time
and resources which would be better used on the rest of IPPALE. Because of these two
requirements, using EMACS as the base of the editor seemed a natural choice. The EMACS
editor is actually implemented within a programming language(EMACS-LISP) [15]. Because
EMACS provides an interface with the code which controls the editor, making changes to the
EMACS editor is relatively simple.
The E-LISP code written to modify EMACS consists of two major parts. The first group
of functions make it possible to create, terminate, and send information to, a separate process
which will be the rest of IPPALE. This is accomplished using the library of E-LISP functions
for asynchronous processes [5]. These are processes which are started by EMACS itself, but
run independently from, and in parallel with, EMACS.
The second group of functions tries to fulfill the goal of sending relevant information.
Since a parallel instruction (or even a single instruction) can be spread over several lines,
this code must determine where an instruction begins and where it ends. Also, due to the
rules for communication between the Editor Module and the Engine Module (see Section 3.6),
a line of assembly language code that is sent to the Engine Module cannot have comments
anywhere within it.3 Finally, while checking for and removing comments, the Editor Module
also compresses whitespace in order to reduce the amount of unnecessary communication
between modules.
Currently the Editor Module does not attempt to determine when it is appropriate to
send information. Instead, the code that extracts and sends a legal instruction is bound to
a key sequence. It is the the user's responsibility to determine when information should be
sent.
3.4 Engine Module
The Engine Module serves as the heart of IPPALE and includes more than 75 percent of the
code. There were two basic approaches that could be taken to create this assembly language
"interpreter." The first approach was to create a parsing engine that could apply all of the
rules governing the algebraic assembly language of the PP. This would be somewhat difficult
because the "rules" governing valid PP instructions are based on hardware constraints rather
than any type of language syntax. We would be trying to implement rules about specific
hardware constraints as language rules. This does not seem to be the "natural" representation
of the rules.
The second approach was to use assembler/interpreter techniques to transform the code
into the actual instruction word bits and extract the relevant information from the instruction
word. This information would be then displayed using several representations. The advantage
to the second approach is that many of the conflicts in parallel programming of the PP come
from not having enough bits in the instruction word. It is often the case that much more
information can be easily obtained from the instruction word bits than the text assembly
instruction.
In order to ensure compatibility between what IPPALE says is legal and what ppasm says
3This is because an instruction going into the Engine Module is sent on a single line. Since the
terminating symbol for comments in the PP assembly language is a newline character, a comment in
the middle of an instruction would cause the Engine to ignore the rest of the line.
is legal, we decided to use the source code for ppasm as part of the Engine Module. Several
modifications were needed in order to make this assembler work more like an interpreter.
Some of these modifications include:
* Make ppasm use standard input rather than read a file (which means it can only look
at any particular data once)4
* Make ppasm determine all possible ways of encoding instructions rather than only
finding the first legal one
* Make ppasm do as much of the encoding as it can on illegal instructions rather than
quitting after the first error
* and make ppasm deal with undefined symbols/labels in an intelligent manner.
This modified assembler attempts to encode each parallel part of each instruction in
every way possible. After each encoding, the encoded information is passed to a new group
of functions built around the assembler. These functions determine and keep track of resource
usage information and update the information with each new encoding possibility received.
In order to accomplish this, the Engine Module creates resource lists, which associate
attributes with each resource. There are five different attributes in the IPPALE system:
* free
* used
* conflict
* blocked (or banned)
* multiple possibility (or possibly used)
If a resource is free, there is some way that this resource can be used in combination with
every resource that is currently being used. If a resource is used, then there is one, and only
one, part of an instruction which requires this resource in order to execute. A conflict in a
resource occurs when one part of an instruction needs to use a resource, but another part of
4This is more involved that it first appears. Most assemblers work by making several passes
through the entire file before any output is created. This is not possible with our slightly interpretive
version of the assembler. All analysis has to be performed in a single pass.
an instruction needs to use it also or block it. A blocked resource is a resource which cannot
be used with all of the current resources which are used. This is often because not enough
bits exist in the instruction word to use the resource. A resource is a multiple possibility if
there are several ways to encode an instruction, and at least one, but not all, encodings use
the resource.5 Examples of these attributes are given in Chapter 4 with the description of
the IPPALE programming environment.
The Engine Module actually keeps two resource attribution lists. One list is used to
represent the attributes of resources for all of the previous parallel instruction parts. The
other list represents the attributes based only on the current parallel part of an instruction.
For each possible encoding of the current parallel part of an instruction, the resource list for
this part is updated using a finite state automaton(FSA). The FSA uses the attributes as
states. For example, if the current "state" of a resource is used, an another possible encoding
of the instruction says that a resource will be free, the resulting state is multiple possibility.
This is because in one encoding the resource is used, however, in another encoding, it is not
needed.
The FSA for each of the two lists is also different. This is because one list updates the
resources based on several possible, mutually exclusive, encodings. The other list, on the
other hand, combines several necessary combinations of resource lists. In other words, this
list represents, in some sense, the union of the lists for each parallel part of an instruction.
Because of this difference, the rules for changing states are different for the two different lists.
When all of the parallel parts of an instruction have been encoded, the Engine Module
sends the attribute lists, as well as some other information, to the Graphic Display Module.
Then, all of the lists are cleared and prepared for the next instruction.
3.5 Graphic Display Module
At a high level, the Graphic Display Module's job is very easy. In essence, the Engine
Module tells the graphic display, "Print the assembly instruction 'dl = d2 + d3,' Color
the Multiplier Resource Yellow, Color the ALU Resource Green, ..." In order to reduce
the amount of communication, however, this long string is compressed. The resource being
SNote that if all possible encodings of an instruction use a resource, it is considered used. Similarly,
if all possible encodings block a resource, it is considered blocked.
described is determined by the location within the string being read. The character at that
location represents one of the five attributes or states described above.
The job of the Graphic Display Module is to read in a list of attributes, apply them to
the resources they correspond to, and update the display. The Graphic Display Module uses
one important lesson learned from EMACS, also. The reading of information has a higher
priority than updating the display [15]. This means that a large burst of information sent to
the Graphic Display will only display the final set of information.
This means that a programmer can type incredibly fast, sending instructions to the
Graphic Display faster than it can keep up. When the programmer stops typing, (because he
wants to see how an instruction is encoded, for example) the Graphic Display will not cycle
through each instruction that had previously been typed, but only display the most recent
information. This prevents the programmer from waiting for the Graphic Display to "catch
up."
All of the display routines are implemented using the tkinter module in the Python pro-
gramming language [19]. This module of Python provides a very clean, object-oriented
interface to the Tk toolkit.
3.6 Communication
Although using a different programming language for each of the three modules eases the
implementation of each module, one aspect that is made more difficult is the interface between
the modules. For IPPALE, the UNIX pipe is the primary method of communication. In order
to use this type of communication, we needed to establish some rules for communication. This
section describes the rules for communication between the three different Modules.
The communication between the Editor Module and the Engine Module is very simple.
The Editor Module must be able to send the current assembly language instruction to the
Engine Module. Only one communication rule was needed between these two modules. Each
complete instruction, including all of the parallel parts, are to be sent on a single line. In
other words, a newline character is the termination symbol for the current instruction.
The rules for the communication between the Engine Module and the Graphic Display
Module were briefly described above. In fact the first character in a string represents the
Block (see Section 4.3) for which the information is relevant. Following this is a list of
characters. The characters used are 'u' (used), 'f' (free), 'c' (conflict), 'b' (blocked), and
'm' (multiple possibility). The order of the characters determines which resource gets which
attribute.
The Engine Module can also send messages to the Graphic Display. These are sent as
strings with an introductory character that designates a message.
Chapter 4
Using IPPALE
This chapter describes the IPPALE programming environment. It discusses what is required
of the programmer in order to use it, as well as what the information displayed represents.
4.1 Starting IPPALE
In order to use IPPALE the programmer must first start an EMACS session. Next, the
E-LISP code for the Editor Module should be loaded into EMACS. This can either be done
automatically by adding a line to the programmer's ".emacs" file, or it can be loaded manually.
Once loaded, the programmer enters a command-key sequence to start IPPALE. Loading
and initializing IPPALE can be time consuming. It can take as long as 10 seconds on a
fast machine with few other processes or as long as 30-45 seconds on a slower machine with
many processes already in progress. The initialization opens a new window which has several
different representations of an assembly instruction. Figure 4-1 shows the IPPALE window
immediately after it has appeared.
4.2 Analyzing an Instruction
Once started, the programmer can, at any time, send the instruction that includes the cursor
to IPPALE. Currently, sending the instruction is done by entering a command-key sequence
to EMACS. After entering the sequence, the IPPALE display is updated. The display is
usually updated within 1-2 seconds on a relatively fast machine. Some example display
Figure 4-1: Blank IPPALE Window.
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displays are shown in Figures 4-2, 4-3, 4-4, and 4-5.
4.3 Interpreting the Results
The IPPALE window has 5 different display "blocks". Each of these blocks presents a
different representation of the current assembly language instruction. IPPALE uses colors
and symbols within each block to present the hardware 'meaning' of the instruction in several
ways.
4.3.1 Color
Although it cannot be seen in the previous figures, color is used extensively in IPPALE.
Different colors are used to quickly draw the attention of the programmer to certain aspects
which may be important. There are five main colors used in IPPALE: red, yellow, gray,
black, and green.
Red is used to quickly draw the programmer's attention to potential problems. Red
represents resources which are assigned the attribute of "conflict" described earlier. When
the attribute conflict is assigned to a resource, this means that IPPALE, and therefore the
ppasm, have no way of legally encoding the current instruction. Coloring the resource red
alerts the programmer to the mistake immediately and draws the programmer's attention to
likely areas of explanation.
Yellow is used to represent "free" resources. Resources which are not yet used, but which
could still be used in the current instruction are 'highlighted' in yellow.
Gray is used to represent "blocked," or unavailable, resources. On a dark gray back-
ground, the use of gray does a good job of 'hiding' the resources which are unavailable.
Although they are still slightly visible, the programmer's attention is strongly drawn away
from these resources.
Black is used to represent resources which are currently being used. Unlike each of
the previous colors, black is very dark. This helps to strongly distinguish black, or "used,"
resources from other resources. This is especially useful for novice programmers who are
learning which resources different instructions require. Since black is not bold, however, it
becomes very easy to ignore as the programmer becomes more interested in other types of
resource attributes.
Figure 4-2: IPPALE Display Window Showing a Legal PP Assembly Language In-
struction.
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Figure 4-3: IPPALE Display Window Showing a Legal Combination of PP Assembly
Language Instructions.
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Figure 4-4: IPPALE Display Window Showing an Illegal Combination of Legal As-
sembly Language Instructions.
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Figure 4-5: IPPALE display window showing an assembly language instruction which
can be encoded in multiple ways.
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Green is used for "multiple possibility" resources. Green was chosen for several reasons.
One reason is because it is dark. Because "multiple possibility" resources are similar to used
resources, a darker color seemed useful. Since "multiple possibility" instructions provide
many options, as well as causes for concern in programs, drawing the programmer's attention
to these instructions seemed important. This is also why green is an excellent choice for this
type of resources.
4.3.2 Assembly Instruction Block
The first block in the IPPALE display is the Assembly Language Instruction Block. This
block displays the instruction that was last sent to the Engine Module of IPPALE. This
window can be used to verify that the instruction received is the intended instruction. For
example, this block would help a programmer determine that the parallel symbol, "11," was
accidentally left out of an instruction.
Since this block does not present extremely useful information, it is small compared to
the other blocks. It is also placed at the top edge of the window, leaving the center of the
window for the more important information. This block also does not use color. This keeps
attention from being drawn to it unnecessarily.
4.3.3 Resource Usage Block
The second block is one of the most important. It is the Resource Usage Block. It displays
all of the data paths and functional units within the PP in the form of a block diagram. Each
of these resources is given a color to designate how it is being used in the current instruction.
This block represents the current instruction at the hardware level. This block is very
useful for introducing beginning programmers to the hardware and functionality of the PP,
and it is also a useful way to view the subclass information for ALU instructions.' Since the
subclasses of ALU instructions are based on the different possible input paths to the ALU
ports, this block most clearly displays the current usage and additional possible usage.
1See Appendix A for more information about PP instruction classes and subclasses.
4.3.4 Instruction Class Block
The third block of the Graphic Display Module, the Class Block, displays the instruction
information in a different form. There are 13 different instruction classes within the PP.1
The Instruction Class Block shows all of the 13 instruction classes. In addition, each column
within the Class Block represents a set of mutually exclusive classes. That is, at most, one
instruction class can be used from each column.
Again, color is used to map attributes to instruction classes. This block is very useful for
several reasons. Although many of the rules regarding combinations of classes are relatively
simple, there are a few strange cases. This block can assist the programmer by showing the
programmer which instruction classes are no longer available given a particular set of class
choices.
This block also quickly draws attention to problems involving instruction class conflicts.
In Figures 4-2, 4-3, and 4-4 you can see that each column has one or fewer classes with used
attributes. Conversely, in Figure 4-5 you can see that one of the columns has two instruction
classes with the attribute of "conflict." The reason this instruction is not legal is because the
two parallel instructions are trying to map into two mutually exclusive instruction classes.
Although not explicitly stated in this form, the red instruction classes draw the programmer's
attention to this fact.
4.3.5 Instruction Word Block
The fourth block, the Instruction Word Block, is not very informative to the novice PP
programmer. It is, however, informative to the more advanced programmer. This block
allows the programmer to see all of the fields within the 64 bit instruction word. Sometimes
this may reveal additional functionality that the programmer was otherwise not aware of.
For example, the programmer can quickly refresh his/her memory on the maximum allowed
length of immediate values. Another example is in Figure 4.a. The "siz" block can remind
the programmer that loads and stores can also be done using bytes or halfwords in addition
to using full 32 bit words.
In addition to providing insight into additional functionality, this block is the only way
to understand why a few combinations of instructions are not allowed. According to the
TMS32OC80 Parallel Processor User's Guide, a PP-relative Global Addressing Unit Opera-
tion is in the same class as any other normal Global Addressing Unit Operation. Most Global
Addressing Unit Operations can be done in parallel with a Local Addressing Unit Operation,
however, a PP-relative Global Addressing Operation cannot be executed in parallel with a
Local Addressing Unit Operation. This is not because data paths do not exist for this com-
bination of instructions. It also does not violate the rules for the instruction classes. The
only conflict is in the instruction bits. The bits in conflict have red stars in their spots. The
other bits, which are not in conflict, are labeled with the appropriate fields.
In fact, if the programmer were to enter each of the above two operations separately, it
would be clear why those two operations cannot be executed in parallel. There are extra
instruction word bits needed for Global PP-relative addressing operations which are incom-
patible with LAU operations. Similarly, the bits used to specify Local PP-relative addressing
operations are incompatible with GAU operations. This, along with several other limitations,
are only clear when looking at the actual instruction word bits being used.
4.3.6 Message Block
The final block, the Message Block, is where all text messages from IPPALE are displayed.
Currently, only warnings and error messages from the ppasm are displayed in this block. The
library of messages displayed can easily be enlarged, however, to include warnings about
some inter-instruction interactions, as well as more information about illegal instructions.
Chapter 5
Discussion
At the time of writing this thesis, the first version of IPPALE had just been completed,
therefore there is very little feedback. The observations in this chapter are based on the
author's experience with IPPALE, in addition to the comments of several DSP programmers
(though not all C8x programmers) after a brief presentation and demonstration of the tool.
5.1 Pros
5.1.1 Learning Tool
IPPALE seems to be a useful learning aid for the PP. IPPALE adds structure to the algebraic
assembly language of the PP. This structure helps the novice programmer learn more quickly
what the PP can and cannot do in a single instruction. In addition, the learning curve is
accelerated because the feedback about instructions is instant. This real-time feedback, in
contrast to the batch-style feedback of typical assemblers, allows the programmer to experi-
ment with many more instructions in a given amount of time. It also allows the programmer
to experiment for a longer period of time before losing interest.
5.1.2 Many Different Representations
One of the great advantages of IPPALE is that it displays the current instruction information
in more than one representation [8]. Often one particular representation explains how parallel
instructions interact, while other representations do not explain the interactions. Seeing all
of the different representations simultaneously allows the programmer to see how instructions
interact in certain representations, but not in others.
This is also especially useful for novice programmers. One particular representation
may be easier to understand. The novice can experiment with different instructions paying
particular attention to the representation that makes sense. Gradually, the relationship to
other representations will begin to be understood.
5.1.3 Little Required Effort
Another advantage of IPPALE is that it provides all of its information at a very small cost
to the programmer. Currently, the programmer is only required to start IPPALE and enter
a command whenever an instruction should be analyzed. There is no cost for instructions
which do not need to be analyzed. Even if IPPALE crashes, the editor and the code written
by the programmer remain intact. These factors make IPPALE a useful tool, even if it is
only rarely used, as would be the case with experienced programmers.
5.1.4 Useful Reference
There are approximately 20 tables and figures in Appendix A and Appendix D of the Par-
allel Processor User's Guide [18] which would be used regularly, even by experienced pro-
grammers, when programming the PP. Of these 20 tables IPPALE provides the information
contained in almost half of them. This means that the programmer will need far fewer tables
available as code is being written. Since far fewer tables are used regularly, the amount of
time before the information becomes memorized will be much less using IPPALE.
In addition, IPPALE provides only the information from these tables which is relevant
to the current instruction. Being able to filter out a large part of the information allows the
programmer to focus on the higher level, more complicated tasks of programming such as the
general flow and organization of code rather all of the details of each instruction. The details
are summarized and displayed by IPPALE.
5.1.5 ppasm Bug
Finally, IPPALE actually drew attention to a bug in the ppasm. During a test of IPPALE, the
author noticed that there were resources which were marked available, but in fact, were not
supposed to be. Tracing the problem led to the Engine Module, the ppasm code. Although the
bug was only caused by a relatively obscure combination of commands', this demonstrated
the benefit of looking at instructions in many different ways. Many illegal instructions become
obvious when displayed by IPPALE, but would never be obvious when looking only at the
algebraic representation.
5.2 Cons
5.2.1 Reliability
Although IPPALE can be a very useful programming aid, IPPALE, as it is currently imple-
mented, is not as reliable as desired. There are two main reasons for this. First, IPPALE
is new and does not have all of the bugs worked out. More importantly, however, IPPALE
has several problems because it is based on code for an assembler. An assembler is supposed
to produce correct output code for legal input code. For illegal input code, however, the
assembler only needs to determine and state that the code is illegal. This means that an
instruction can be in the middle of being analyzed. Suddenly it is determined to be illegal.
The assembler wants to exit immediately ignoring data structures which have been partially
created. These half completed instructions cause errors in IPPALE.
Improving the reliability of IPPALE would be rather difficult because it involves serious
modifications to the assembler code. This code would have to provide a standard amount of
information for any instruction, legal or not. Although difficult, this is not impossible, and
would be necessary for a useful tool.
5.2.2 Speed
In this version of IPPALE, the goal was to demonstrate the utility of a real-time instruction
analysis and feedback tool. In order to accomplish this some sacrifices were made in the
speed of IPPALE in order to make it easily modifiable. Although the speed of the current
system is not intolerable, IPPALE would be greatly improved if the speed were increased.
'The actual instruction which caused the bug was a LAU operation using a non-D register as the
source (store) or destination (load), in combination with a register-to-register move.
The two worst cases are the loading time and the latency between sending an instruction and
displaying the relevant information about it.
5.2.3 Adjustable Display Interface
Although the means of displaying information was carefully chosen, another useful improve-
ment to IPPALE would be to allow the programmer to modify the display [11]. Allowing the
user to specify the sizes and locations of the blocks in addition to the colors for representation
would useful to many people. Novice programmers, for example, may not want to see the
instruction block. This representation can be confusing and difficult to understand initially.
Similarly, experienced users may choose to use a much smaller message block.
5.2.4 Improved Editor Interface
The interface to the editor could also be greatly improved. Currently instructions must be
explicitly sent to IPPALE by the programmer. IPPALE could be modified to send instruc-
tions to the Engine Module at appropriate times. For example, IPPALE may send the current
instruction every time "Return" is pressed.
5.2.5 Message Library
Currently the only messages displayed are those which are produced by the ppasm. These
messages do not include warnings about inter-instruction interactions. These types of warn-
ings could be easily added and would be of use for novice programmers. Other information,
such as textual explanations for errors would also be extremely useful.
5.2.6 Integration
The design of IPPALE would be greatly improved by improving the integration between
IPPALE and ppasm. Ideally, the two applications could be developed simultaneously. Devel-
oping the two applications simultaneously could greatly reduce the amount of overhead and
the latency of IPPALE, especially on start-up.
Another useful addition to IPPALE would be to integrate an on-line help system with
IPPALE. This would give the programmer complete access to information about the PP in
one location.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1 IPPALE as an Educational Tool
The current version of IPPALE has already demonstrated the fact that a tool like IPPALE
could be extremely useful as an educational tool. This could be used for both educating
students on the use and organization of hardware within current microprocessors as well as be
used to quickly bring computer programmers up-to-date with new complex microprocessors.
A tool like IPPALE allows an interactive method of learning rather than the standard method
of reading about microprocessors which offers no feedback to the student.
6.2 IPPALE for Other Processors
Although IPPALE was implemented specifically for the PP of the C8x, a tool like IPPALE
would be useful for many different types of microprocessors. The main benefit of IPPALE is in
providing information about how the hardware is affected by a single instruction. Therefore,
this type of tool would be most useful for a processor which is very complex. An IPPALE-like
tool for a RISC processor would probably not be very enlightening.
The use of an IPPALE-like tool for many different processors would also make learning
to program each processor much easier. One could imagine, for example, that every Texas
Instruments processor or DSP is programmed using an algebraic assembly language similar
to the one used for the PP. If each processor also had an IPPALE-like tool for programming,
learning to program a new processor would be incredibly easy. The programmer would
already know the syntax rules of the programming language. The usage rules and capabilities
of the processor would be easy to understand quickly using the IPPALE-like tool. This would
enable microprocessor manufacturers to produce new microprocessors without the worry of
training time for future programmers. This would also remove much of the training burden
from the manufacturer.
Another advantage for this type of system is that creating code for a new processor
would be easier than starting from scratch. Since each of the processors would have the same
syntax rules, many of the instructions from old code would not need to be changed. The
programmer could simply load the old code into the IPPALE-like tool for the new processor.
By stepping through each of the instructions, the programmer could quickly find and fix
illegal instructions. This is much more time efficient than starting over from scratch.
6.3 IPPALE for Other Programming Languages
Although IPPALE was implemented for assembly language programming, there are other
possibilities for languages for which a tool like IPPALE could be implemented. The basic
idea of providing the programmer with information about hardware usage during a specific
instruction is most easily associated with low-level programming languages, however, it could
also be useful for high-level programming languages.
There are many different ways in which a tool like IPPALE could be used to aid pro-
grammers with programming high-level languages. One of these applications would be to
create software which displays, on demand, one or more possible compiled versions of part
of the high-level code written. Although the final compiled version may be different from the
one display, this would still give programmers some feedback and allow programmers to try
to create more efficient code as it is being created.
Another possible use would be similar to the previous application, however, rather than
display the compiled code purely in text format, the application could have a display sim-
ilar to IPPALE's. The programmer could then step through the sequence of machine-level
instructions and determine which resources are available. This would give the programmer
some insight which would make it possible for the programmer to modify the high-level code
to create more efficient compiled code.
Appendix A
Description of PP Instructions
A.1 Instruction Classes
The four main functional units of the PP were described in Section 2.2. An algebraic assembly
language instruction can have up to four parallel parts: two for the DU, one for the LAU,
and one for the GAU. The PFC's operations are all taken care of automatically. These types
of instructions are further broken down into what are referred to as major instruction classes.
The major classes and an example of each are listed in Table A.1.
Miscellaneous (Int Enable/Disable, NOP)
6 Operand Operation (MUL, EALU, divi)
ALU operation with a 32-bit immediate
ALU operation with a 5-bit immediate
ALU operation using only register inputs
Conditional Operation
Non-D register ALU Operation
Local Transfer
Local Transfer with Long Offset
Global Transfer
Global Transfer with Long Offset
Register-to-Register Move
Field Move
EINT ;Enable all interrupts
d2 = d3 * d4 1 d5 = d6 + d7
d2 = d3 + (Oxa52b062a I di)
d2 = d3 + (30 di)
d2 = d3 + (d2 dl)
dl =[z] d2 + d3 ;Compute if zero
x2 = d3 + (d4 \& dO)
dl = *(al+xl)
dl = *(al+9)
di = *(a9+x9)
dl = *(a9+9)
dl = d2
dl =h d2
Table A.1: Examples of Different Classes of PP Operations.
The first five major instruction classes listed in Table A.1 are each executed by the
DU. Only the second instruction class, the 6 Operand Operation, can be used to effectively
compute two parallel operations. The operations that it can perform in parallel are described
in the next section, Instruction Subclasses.
The next two instruction classes, Conditional Operation and Non-D register ALU oper-
ation, must be used in combination with another instruction class. These instruction classes
are used to modify other instruction classes. The Conditional Operation instruction class
can be used with any other operation. If the condition being tested for is met the operation
is performed, otherwise, it is not performed.' The Non-D register ALU operation instruction
class is used to modify any ALU operation. It allows registers other than D registers to be
used as either the source or destination for the ALU operation [18].
The next two instruction classes, Local Transfer and Local Transfer with Long Offset, are
executed by the LAU. The instructions within this class are usually load or store operations,
however there is large variation on what can be computed using this an instruction from this
instruction class.
The last four instruction classes from Table A.1 show the different possible instructions
which can be executed by the GAU. The Global Transfer and Global Transfer with Long
Offset instruction classes have exactly the same functionality as the Local Transfer and Local
Transfer with Long Offset instruction classes. They use the global port rather than the local
port, however, and can therefore load or store using any of four of the major memory blocks.
The local operations can only use one major block of memory. The other two instructions
are also executed by the GAU, however they do not use the global port.
A.2 Instruction Subclasses
In order to make it easier to remember what operations can be performed in an instruction,
the instruction classes which use the DU are further broken down into several subclasses.
The Miscellaneous instruction class has three different subclasses: EINT, DINT, and NOP.
These are used to enable or disable interrupt handling and to execute a null instruction.
The 6 Operand Operation instruction class has 5 subclasses:
* MUL I1 ADD
'There is one slight exception to this. If a local or global transfer instruction is performed which
replaces the base address register with the new calculated address, this address register replacement
is not conditional, even though the actual load or store is conditional.
* MUL II SADD
* MUL II EALU
* and EALU II ROT
The first three of these subclasses allow a multiply to be executed in parallel with an add,
a shifted add, and an extended ALU operation, respectively. The last subclass allows an
extended ALU operation to be performed in parallel with a rotate operation. Please refer to
the Parallel Processor User's Guide [18] for more information on the numerous restriction for
this subclass of instructions.
Each of the other three instruction classes which use the DU have a total of eight instruc-
tion subclasses. These subclasses determine the data paths which are used to select three
inputs to the ALU. Although there are numerous data paths for each input to the ALU, only
eight combinations of these are allowed. These combinations are described in the Parallel
Processor User's Guide [18].
Appendix B
Description of PP Instruction Word
Table B.1 shows the instruction word bit usage for each of the classes of instructions. For the
most part, instructions can be executed in parallel whenever there are no conflicts between
used bits. It is important to notice that several of the instruction classes can use different bits
depending on exactly what instruction is being encoded and what other instruction classes
are being executed in parallel. This is most easily seen in the different usage descriptions of
the Local and Global Transfers in Table B.1.
Note:
gbecomes doalfcare for Conditioa2l Non*D DU opergfion
Table B.1: Instruction Bit Usage for Different Classes of Instructions.
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